WHY
Aside from being UL certiﬁed and meeting the requirements set out
by the 2015 IBC and 2015 IFC, Ecoglo is the greener, safer choice for
egress path marking solutions.
Widely used alternatives use liquid formulations which carry photoluminescent particles. These liquid formulas can suffer from settling out
of the dense photoluminescent particles resulting in inconsistent
luminance properties.
Ecoglo PL products are proven to provide hours of photoluminescent
light and are completely non-toxic.
COST-EFFECTIVE
The long life span of Ecoglo products ensures they won’t need to be
replaced for years to come, saving you money! The need for little
maintenance puts money back into your project.
PERFECT FOR STEP EDGE MARKING
Trip and hazard free, Ecoglo step edge markings are designed to
prevent slips and trips while giving off bright, photoluminescent light
in emergency situations, safely guiding patrons to the exit.
ALWAYS CODE COMPLIANT
All of Ecoglo’s products have been tested to ensure they meet, and
exceed, all relevant building and fire codes. No matter what product
you chose to install, you can know with confidence your egress system
will be up to code.
LONG-TERM EFFECTIVENESS
Because Ecoglo products have been engineered to last, you can
count on them for highly visible egress solutions, for years to come.
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ECOGLO® HAS ALL YOUR

LUMINOUS EGRESS PATH
MARKING NEEDS
Find section 1024 and 1025 compliant luminous egress path marking
products for your project.

STAIR NOSINGS
Featuring industry-leading slip-resistance, durability, and Ecoglo®’s
advanced photoluminescent technology, our Stair Nosings will provide
your building with a safer walking surface while visibly enhancing step
edge and path marking in emergency situations – easily shining through
the darkness to provide clear egress instructions.
Ecoglo® is your failsafe option for safe egress solutions.

LUMINOUS EGRESS PATH MARKINGS
Like every Ecoglo® product, our Luminous Egress Path
Markings are a failsafe and critical piece of an egress system, allowing
patrons to confidently exit your building safely without worrying about
walking into or tripping on anything. Our unwavering and long-lasting
glow can be easily followed in any lighting condition.

EXIT SIGNS
Ecoglo®’s array of Photoluminescent Exit Signs can be quickly and
easily charged using the natural or artificial light in your facility – ensuring your building’s emergency egress path is illuminated even when the
power system has failed. Shipped with a universal mounting kit, our exit
signs are a breeze to install ands will provide safe egress instructions for
years to come.
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